
ROPE
GPS Tracking System

Buses and Cars Taxis Police Cars

Delivery Trucks Containers Motorcycles

Examples of Tracking Applications

For security,
discipline, safety,
efficiency and
peace of mind

GS102 Tracking Platform

People, vehicles, animals, documents and valuable 
assets can easily stray from their location or deviate from 
their proper direction.

Now you can track them if they move, where they move, 
when they move and how long they move from one point 
to another.  On real time.

And you can see the object on a map with street names 
and landmarks and with a record of the exact time and 
date of their whereabout.

Here is more for  motor vehicles.  You can determine the 
number of liters in the tank, the gas consumption of travel 
from one location to another, sudden gas withdrawals 
from a stationary vehicle.

The program can show how many liters of gas are loaded 
in the tank which you can then compare with the quantity 

of gas shown in the gas station invoice.

The program keeps a historical record of all trips and 
routes on the map, gas consumption, gas intake as 
well as the exact time and date.

And you can access all these records from your 
computer at any time and have the pages printed.

No guess work.  Just plain application of our tracker 
with global positioning system.

Know how far GPS and computer technology has 
gone in application on our day-to-day needs.  Try 
Multi-Line's cost efficient, budget-friendly and 
reliable Rope GPS Tracking System.

We will be glad to demonstrate it.



Calderon Bldg., 827 EDSA, Quezon City,  410-1155, 929-9911
Alabang Depot:  771-1752 • Cebu:  346-5413 • Davao:  282-8606
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ROPE

M508 M588L M528

GPS Tracking Devices

M588

VEHICLE 
TRACKERS

MOTORCYCLE
TRACKER

FEATURES OF TRACKERS 
MOTORCYCLE

TRACKER

SMS 
Configurable.

Listening 
function only

SMS 
Configurable 

Only

VEHICLE 
TRACKERS

M508 M588L M528 M588

Accurate GPS positioning, dynamic positioning deviation is less than 5 meters

Can work with cell phone for voice and texts and computer programming  

1.

2.

For technical details, kindly ask for technical brochure for each model.

Compact and easy to install 

Can lock or disable vehicle by remote

Two-way voice communication function

Capable of resending data from signal dead zone

Provide alarm on fatigue driving

Can provide SOS alarm

Can monitor and set alarm for over-speeding

Provide fuel consumption

Waterproof (need waterproof bag)

SOS buttons

Speed dial

Backup battery

Monitors mileage

Can be monitored via SMS without Monitoring Systems platform

Can provide alarm on unauthorized door opening or engine start

Provide alarm on unauthorized withdrawal of vehicle from assigned location or 
deviation from assigned routes

Capable of working with support peripherals such as scheduling screen and 
cameras

With  built-in 16MB flash capable of saving 30,000 blind tracking data.

Provide alarm in case user goes outside of designated route or perimeter

As an option, can monitor available gas in tank and provide statistics on fuel 
consumption, kilometer run, kilometers per liter per trip

Historical logging of data and maps for easy retrieval and playback

Easy access to statistics and capability to print historical logs and data

Shock resistant
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